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FOCUSING ASPECTS OF ZERO-OFFSET MIGRATION

Einar MAELAND*

Migration with an erroneous velocity gives a ‘smile’ or curve along which the energy is 
smeared. Associated with the ‘smile’ is another curve, the caustic or edge of regression, enveloped 
by the normal rays. Computation of this curve reveals that it is cusped. Migration of zero-offset 
data with an erroneous velocity can give a ‘focus’ only if the imaging principle is modified according 
to the position of the cusp. Within the paraxial approximation of the wave equation, the focus is 
cusped whether or not the correct velocity is used.
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paraxial approximation, caustic

1. Introduction

Migration of zero-offset data will in general suffer from velocity errors, and 
the migrated output will be contaminated by focusing errors. If zero-offset data 
from a single point diffractor is considered, the result of migration with an 
erroneous velocity is a ‘smile’. In zero-offset migration, the data is extrapolated 
by some suitable operator to a certain depth, at which an imaging principle is 
applied. Much effort has been devoted to the construction of extrapolation 
operators, but only a few have studied the effect of varying the imaging prin
ciple. The reason is that migration of zero-offset data is based upon the explod
ing reflector model as described by Loewenthal, Lu , Roberson and Sherwood 
[1976].

If the data is migrated with an erroneous velocity, the ‘image’ is blurred 
and there is a loss of resolution. Still a ‘focus’ may exist if only the imaging 
principle is modified. This has to some extent been discussed by D e Vries and 
Berkhout [1984], a discussion which was based on the paraxial approximation 
of the wave equation. In order to gain insight into the focusing aspects of 
migration, an alternative investigation within the framework of geometrical 
optics or ray theory will be carried out.

In ray theory what matters is not the individual rays, but rather a family 
of rays. Associated with a family of rays is the possibility of focal regions or 
caustics, which occur on contact with neighbouring rays. So at a caustic two 
or more rays become parallel. Outside the caustic there is only one ray through
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each point. On the caustic curve, rays touch in pairs, while if three rays touch, 
the caustic is cusped. Consequently, as far as the amplitude of the wave field 
is concerned, it must be significant on a caustic, and exceptional at a cusp. 
Hence, the possibility of a cusp becomes important, and if one exists, it will be 
used to modify the imaging principle so as to produce a focus when zero-offset 
data is migrated with an erroneous velocity.

Strictly speaking, ray theory cannot account for diffraction and focusing 
phenomena. Nevertheless, certain approximative methods can be applied suc
cessfully to evaluate the seismic wave field close to a caustic. Carter and 
F razer [1982] reported a net phase-shift within the ‘smile’. The phase-shift is 
in accordance with the approximations of geometrical optics. Within the para
xial approximation of the wave equation, a true focus cannot be realized, even 
if the correct velocity is applied. The caustic represents the concentration of 
energy, and can be considered as the aberrated image of a point source. The 
caustic is cusped, and the cusp replaces the true focus.

2. Over- and undermigration

Let cartesian coordinates (x, z) be defined with x in the horizontal and г 
in the vertical direction, respectively. Without any loss of generality, only the 
two-dimensional problem will be studied. Assume that a point diffractor is 
located at the position (0, z*). The travel time t0 recorded at a point x0 on the 
x-axis is given by

(c0t0)2 = x20 + zl, (1)
where c0 is the (true) velocity in the medium. The kinematic part of migration 
is the construction of an envelope of (spherical) waves with radius r0 = c0t0 and 
the origin at the position x0 on the x-axis. In order to study the effects of over- 
and undermigration, an erroneous velocity с ф c0 will be used, so that the radius 
is equal to r = ct0. Let (x, z) be a point on the wave surface

( x - x 0)2 + z2 = r W o ) 2, (2)
where у = c/c0 is the velocity'ratio. The two equations can be put in the form 
F(x, z, x0) = 0, where x0 is a free parameter. To obtain the envelope [Sneddon 
1957], the parameter x0 must be eliminated between the two equations
F(x, z, x0) = 0 and 0F(x, z, xo)/0xo = 0, The result is

x2/(y2- l )  + z2/y2 = z2, (3)
which describes an elliptic or hyperbolic ‘smile’ according to у >1 or у <1, 
respectively. This is the so-called ‘zero-distance phase front of refraction’ 
[Cornbleet 1984], since the ‘optical distance’ between a point (x, z) on this 
surface in a medium with velocity c, and the point (0, z#) in a medium with 
velocity c0, is zero. In the terminology of optics, the zero-distance phase front 
of refraction is the ‘virtual image’ of the point source.
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The effect of an erroneous velocity is a blurring of the focus. As far as the 
focusing aspects of zero-offset migration is concerned, the imaging principle is 
applied too late when y> 1, or too early when y < 1, so a focus (if any) can only 
be achieved by a modification of the imaging principle. With a radius r = ct0, 
only the phase front of zero-distance (c? = 0) can be constructed, but with a 
radius r = c\t0-1\, the envelope is a parallel wavefront according to Huygens’ 
construction. When the velocity is correct, but the imaging principle is applied 
at a time ?>0, the result is in some sense similar (but not identical) to a case 
with a velocity c<c0 and imaging at / = 0. On the other hand, if the imaging 
is applied at a time ?<0, the result is in some sense similar to a case with a 
velocity c>c0 and imaging at t = 0.

If a radius r = c |/0-  t \ is utilized, the equations can be represented by the 
one-parameter system of surfaces F(x, z, t, x0) = 0. From a mathematical point 
of view, it may be more adequate to consider a characteristic curve on this 
surface [Sneddon 1957] , i.e., a solution of F= 0 and dF/5x0 = 0 (for any fixed 
x0). As x0 can take any value on the x-axis, a locus of the intersection of different 
characteristic curves can be constructed. The locus is a solution of 
F = SF/dx0 = S2F/0Xo = 0, giving the caustic or edge of regression of the 
envelope of the surface F= 0. The result is a curve given by a set of parametric 
equations x(x0), z(x0) and t(x0), say. This is the simplest way to compute the 
caustic, but it is much more instructive to construct a family of rays of the 
zero-distance phase front, and then compute the envelope of the ray family. The 
results are of course identical, as the methods only differ in their mathematical 
formulation.

3. The caustic
The definition of a caustic is a curve enveloped by the normal rays which 

have their origin at the zero-distance phase front, which by itself is an envelope 
of the one-parameter system of curves F(x, z, x0) = 0. Let the angle between 
the horizontal x-axis and the normal from a point (x, z) on the (elliptic or 
hyperbolic) zero-distance phase front be denoted by ß. Assume that x = f(u) and 
z = g(u) is a parametric description of the wavefront at time t = 0. A parallel 
wavefront at a distance d=ct is defined by a set of parametric equations 
x = X(t, u) and z = Z(t, n)

X(t, и) = f(u) + ct ■ cos (ß),
Z{t, u) = g(u) + ct ■ sin (/?).

The tangent of the zero-distance phase front has a direction given by dg/df. The 
direction of the normal (ray) is tan (ß) = - df/dg. It follows that 
cos (ß) = g\u)/D(u) and sin (ß) = -f'(u)/D(u), where f \ u )  = df/du, 
g\u) = dg/duand D2 = (df/du)2 + (dgjdu)2. Moreover, by eliminating the time 
(0, a system of curves x = £ and z = £ are obtained, given here by

[С~в(и)\ = tan (ß) ■ [«*-/(и)]. (5)
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For each value of the parameter u, this equation defines a straight line in the 
x-z  plane, that is, a normal ray. The equation can be put in the form 
G(£, C, w) = 0, from which the envelope of the family of rays can be calculated. 
The results is

№  = / ( « ) -

C(m) = g(u) +

g\u) ■ R(u)
D(u)

/ ’(«) • m
D{u) ’

(6)

where R(u) is the radius of curvature of the zero-distance phase front. Hence, 
with ct = — R(u), this construction reveals that the caustic is the locus of the 
centers of curvature of the zero-distance phase front. This locus is also known 
as the ‘evolute’ [Cornbleet 1984].

The set of parametric equations x = f(u) and z = g(u) are not unique, so it 
is possible to choose a suitable set at will. Let Г> 0 be defined by Г2 = у2 -  1 [. 
When y> 1 (overmigration), a suitable set of parametric equations are

— = Г ■ sin (w) and — = у ■ cos («),
7  2

where \u\ < 2 ’
while if y< 1 (undermigration)

(7)

X  z
— = Г  ■ sinh(u) and — = у ■ cosh(u), (8)

where — o o < u <  + oo. The computations will be simplified by defining 
xjz* = Г ■ S(u) and z/z* = у • C(u), where S{u) and C(u) are the circular or 
hyperbolic sine and cosine functions, according to y> 1 or y< 1, respectively.

4. The cusp

In the terminology of geQmetrical optics, a caustic is a curve enveloped by 
reflection or refraction of light from a curved surface [Cornbleet 1984]. The 
caustic may be cusped, i.e., there may be a point at which two branches of the 
caustic have a common tangent. The geometry of the present problem allows 
an explicit parametric representation of the parallel wavefronts and the caustic, 
hence, the possibility and the position of a cusp can easily be attained. With the 
(elliptic or hyperbolic) zero-distance phase front defined by f{u) = z ^ r  ■ S(u) 
and g(u) = z^y ■ C(u), a parallel wavefront may be written
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X(t, u) = z^S(u) ■ Г± y2c0t ~ 
z*D(u)_ ’

Z(t, u) = z^C(u) ■
у Г Cpt 

z*D(u)

(9)

where D2 = Г2 + S2. The upper sign is used when У<1 and the lower sign when 
y> 1. The parameter t labels the wavefronts, while the parameter и labels the 
rays. The caustic (evolute) is given by

Г -  £0) = -z JS O )]3, r ( M  = :JC(«))3. (10)

It is worthwhile giving this particular curve a name. When у > 1, the parametric 
equations represent an ‘astroid’ [Cornbleet 1984]. Hence, the phrase elliptic or 
hyperbolic astroid, according to y> 1 or y< 1, respectively, will be used. More
over, associated with the caustic is the time ct = -  R(u), or t -  x(u), which can 
be written

c0r
z*

(H)

The astroid is cusped at the points where |8(/dÇ\ -> oo or |d£/d<j;| -> 0, i.e., at 
u = 0, giving £c = 0 and Cc = zJ y • If y > h  it is also cusped at the position 
± {xA, 0), where xA = zJT .  If \x0\ ^ x A, the point x0 lies within the ‘shadow 
region’ of geometrical optics.

Associated with the cusp (çc, (c) is the time rc = r(0), given by 
corc/z* = (y2~ 1 )ly2- With respect to the focusing aspects of zero-offset migra
tion with an erroneous velocity, imaging at time t = 0 cannot yield a focus. If 
the imaging principle is modified according to t = rc, the focus is forced to 
coincide with the position of the cusp. However, the vertical position of the cusp 
is Cc^"*- so 11>е penalty is a position error. On the other hand, the gain is that 
the amplitude, and hence the phase information of the migrated output, may 
be easy to attain. The phase information may be used to modify the imaging 
principle or the velocity so as to improve the quality of the migrated output at 
time / = 0.

Figures la, b display a family of normal rays from the elliptic or hyperbolic 
zero-distance phase front, according to y > l or у< 1, respectively. The ap
proximate position of the caustic can readily be identified. Figures 2a, b display 
the exact positions of the caustics. Also shown are examples of parallel wave- 
fronts close to the characteristic cusp at which the two branches of the caustic 
meet. Beyond the cusp and between the two branches, the wavefront has a 
folded form, so the wavefront also has a cusp at the point where it touches the 
caustic. Figures 3a, b show the results of migration by the phase-shift method 
[Gazdag 1978], but with the modified imaging principle according to t = rc. The 
input signal is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet, i.e., the second derivative of the 
function exp [ - 2  (t/t0)2], with ro = 0.05sec. The extrapolation step is
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Az = 0.01 km, the velocity is c0= 1 km/sec, with the point diffractor located at 
depth 2*= 1.0 km (jc* = 1.5 km). Although the position of the cusp is well 
defined, the migrated output from the phase-shift method still shows an indica-

Fig. 1. The zero-distance phase front and the ray paths (normal incidence). The asterix marks
the point diffractor

a) Overmigration, c/c0 = 1.25 b) Undermigration, c/c0 = 0.75

1. ábra. A diffraktálópont (csillag) virtuális képe (elliptikus fázis front) és a normál beesésű
sugarak

a) Túlmigrálás esete, c/c0 =  1,25 b) Alulmigrálás esete, c/c0 = 0,75

Pue. 1. Кажущаяся картина (эллиптический фазовый фронт) дифракционной точки 
(звездочка) и лучи нормального падения

а) случай сверхмиграции с/с0 = 1,25 Ь) случай недостаточной миграции с/с0 = 0,75.
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Fig. 3. Migrated data with the phase shift method. Parameter values are zt  =  1 km, c0 =  1 km/sec
a) Overmigration, c/c0 = 1.25 and imaging applied at / =  гс > 0

b) Undermigration, c/c0 = 0.75 and imaging applied at t =  tc < 0

3. ábra. Fázistolás eljárással migrált adatok. Modellparaméterek: z„=  1 km, c0 =  1 km/sec
a) Túlmigrálás esete, c/c0 = 1,25 és a leképezés t = zc > 0  időre történt
b) Alulmigrálás esete, cjc0 =  0,75 és a leképezés t = rc < 0  időre történt

Puc. 3. Данные, мигрированные методом фазового сдвига. Модельные параметры:
zt  =  1 км, с„= 1 км/сек

а) случай сверхмиграции, с/с0 =  1,25 и отражение происходит при t =  тс> 0  
Ь) случай недостаточной миграции, с/с0 = 0,75 и отражение происходит при t=  тс<0.

Fig. 2. The caustic (elliptic astroid) and the parallel wavefronts (dashed) 
a) Overmigration b) Undermigration

2. ábra. A kausztika (elliptikus asztroid) és a párhuzamos hullámfrontok (szaggatott vonallal
jelölve)

a) Túlmigrálás esetén b) Alulmigrálás esetén

Puc. 2. Каустика (эллиптический астроид) и параллельные фронты волны (обозначены
прерывистой линией)

а) в случае сверхмиграции Ь) в случае недостаточной миграции.
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tion of the ‘smile’. This is reminiscent of the wavefront at time t = xc. The 
position of the apex of the wavefront coincides with the position of the cusp. 
The migrated output is a ‘snapshot’ of the wave field, and the amplitude maxima 
of the migrated output are close to the actual position of the caustic.

A more or less well defined ‘focus’ is attained, but the phase of the migrated 
output are not identical according to y> 1 or y< 1, respectively. Ray theory 
gives excellent information about the travel time of individual rays, but suffers 
from giving little reliable information about the amplitudes (caused by the 
vanishing of ray-tube area in the caustic region). A net phase-shift of я/2 in 
overmigration as compared with undermigration was reported by Carter and 
Frazer [1982]. A phase-shift of я/2 every time a ray passes through a caustic 
is consistent with the approximation of geometrical optics, i.e., the amplitude 
varies inversely with the square-root of ray-tube area. Inspection on figures la, b 
reveals that the normal rays touch the caustic en route from the zero-distance 
phase front to a point on the л-axis only when У> 1. This is a logical explanation 
of the fact that the phase experiences a net phase-shift of я/2 in overmigration 
as compared to undermigration.

5. The paraxial approximation

Much effort has been devoted to the construction of an extrapolation 
operator within the paraxial approximation of the wave equation. This ap
proximation has a long history, related to the Fresnel approximation in optical 
literature, or the 15°-approximation in seismic literature [Claerbout 1985]. One 
of the most important implications of this approximation is anisotropy, but the 
kinematic part of migration is still a construction of the envelope of the secon
dary wavelets according to the theorem of Huygens. However, the surface of 
the secondary wavelets are no longer spherical, but rather elliptical

(*~*o)2 + 2z2 = 2yzc0t0, (12)

Where у = c/c0 is the velocity ratio. The particular form of the wavelets follows 
from the dispersion relation and evaluation of the group velocity and the related 
wavesurface [Claerbout 1985], In order to compute the envelope, the travel 
time curve and the latter equation are put in the form F(.r, z, x0) = 0, and the 
envelope represented by a set of parametric equations x = f ( x 0) and z = g(x0). 
Although it is only a minor point, x0 is not the most suitable parameter to be 
used. Since the travel time curve is a hyperbola, the actual computations will 
be simplified by utilizing

— = sinh(r) = S, = cosh(u) = C, (13)

where — oo <v< + oo. After some simple algebra, the result is a set of paramet
ric equations
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m  
z* 

Ф )

S - [ 2 ( l - y 2) + (yT)2]
2 + (yD 2

2 yC
2 + (yT)2 ’

T= tanh(i;).
(14)

It is not possible to solve this problem in a closed form (in terms of a simple 
functional relation between jc and z), but this is not essential, as the equations 
are well suited for computational methods.

Let a family of rays be constructed according to eq. (5). Due to the 
anisotropy, the rays are not orthogonal to the plane waves, so the caustic is not 
the locus of the centers of curvature of the zero-distance phase front. It follows 
that the angle ß cannot be deduced from the derivative (àgjâf) of the set of 
parametric equations, but only from

cot iß) = Xp ~ f ( v )  
g(v)

which, upon substituting from eq. (14), can be written

(15)

cot (ß) = y ■ tanh(r). (16)
The (maximum) ray-angle is related to the aperture of the extrapolation opera
tor. It follows that the aperture within the paraxial approximation of the wave 
equation is always less than я/2, irrespective of the actual value of the velocity 
ratio.

The construction of the caustic enveloped by the rays is straightforward. 
The parametric equations are

№  = -z*[S(»)]3, г Ф )  = : Ж  (17)
while the corresponding time t = x(v) is

c0T 2(y2 — 1) + (2 + y2)S2T ~ = C - - ^ ----- L  I (18)
z* 2yz

The caustic is a hyperbolic astroid, irrespective of the actual value of the velocity 
ratio. A cusp occurs for i? = 0, so the conclusion is that the position of the focus 
(çc, Cc)> ancl the modified imaging principle (/ = rc), are not given any new values 
within the paraxial approximation. Thus, with respect to the focusing aspects 
of zero-offset migration, migration within the paraxial approximation is in some 
sense similar (but not identical) to undermigration with the exact wave equation. 
It follows that the qualitative results of migration with y = 1 are inherent for any 
уф 1. Consequently, only the case y= 1 will be discussed.

Let a parallel wavefront x = X{t,v) and z = Z(t,v) be constructed at a 
distance d=cgt, where cg is the group-velocity. The group-velocity cg = cg(v) is 
defined by

ЬоСдШ2 = [x0-f{v)]2 + [g{v)]2, 
which yields the relation

( 19)
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c g(v) = 2c
1 + T2
2+ T2

It follows that a parallel wavefront is given by

X(t, V) =
TzJ ST+

let

Z{t, V) =

2 +  T2 

2zJ C -  —

2+ T2

(20)

(21)

Figure 4a displays the caustic with the characteristic cusp. Also shown are 
different wavefronts (dashed) when the imaging principle is applied at times t > 0 
and i<0, respectively. In the latter case the wavefronts are folded and touch 
the caustic at a cusp. A ‘focus’ at the correct position, = can only be 
achieved if у = 1, and if the imaging principle is applied at time t = xc = 0. Figure 
4b displays the result of migration with the phase-shift method [G a z d a g  1978]. 
The signal and other input parameters are the same as used in Figure 3b. The 
phase of the migrated output has not been changed, which can be explained by 
the hyperbolic shape of the astroid.

X

Fig. 4. Paraxial approximation with correct velocity. Parameter values: = 1 km, c0 = 1 km/sec
a) Parallel wavefronts (dashed) and the caustic (hyperbolic astroid) b) Migrated data

4. ábra. Paraxiális közelítés pontos sebességgel. Paraméterértékek: z* = 1 km, c0=  1 km/sec 
a) Párhuzamos hullámfrontok (szaggatott vonal) és a kausztika (hiperbolikus asztroid)

b) Migrált adatok

Puc. 4. Параксальное приближение при точной скорости. Значения параметров: zt = 1 км,
с0= 1 км/сек.

а) Параллельные волновые фронты (прерывистая линия) и каустика (гиперболический 
астроид) Ь) Мигрированные данные.
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6. Conclusion

The focusing aspects of zero-offset migration within the framework of 
geometrical optics or ray theory has been examined. Although this theory 
cannot give the correct amplitude and phase of the migrated data, some results 
from this theory are still of interest. The kinematic part of zero-offset migration 
is based on Huygens construction of a wavefront as the envelope of secondary 
wavelets. With no velocity errors (c = c0), this construction will give the correct 
position of the point diffractor (focus). However, if velocity errors are present 
(c=fc0), the envelope will be a hyperbolic or elliptic ‘smile’. According to the 
definition of ‘optical distances’, the optical distance between this curve (in a 
medium with velocity c) and the point source (in a medium with velocity c0), 
is zero. Consequently, in the terminology of optics, this curve has been denoted 
the ‘zero-distance phase front of refraction’, or the ‘virtual image’ of the true 
point source. The conclusion is that migration with an erroneous velocity (and 
imaging at time t = 0), will always give the zero-distance phase front of re
fraction.

The result of migration with an erroneous velocity is a blurring or smearing 
of the focus. Construction of a family of rays and the caustic enveloped by the 
rays, reveals that a ‘focus’ may still be defined if the caustic by itself is cusped. 
However, this new ‘focus’ cannot emerge as a result of migration unless the 
imaging principle is modified. The construction of the caustic gives insight into 
the focusing aspects of zero-offset migration. An analysis of the focusing aspects 
within the paraxial approximation of the wave equation reveals that neither the 
position of the focus, nor the modified imaging principle are given any new 
values as a consequence of this approximation.

Within the paraxial approximation of the wave equation, ray theory seems 
to give reliable results, irrespective of the actual value of the velocity ratio. If 
the velocity ratio c/c0 = y—> 1, a focus can be defined at the cusp of the caustic. 
On the other hand, if the exact wave equation is considered, ray theory suffers 
from giving reliable results in the limit y-> 1. This is caused by the elliptic or 
hyperbolic shape of the caustic when y> 1 or y< 1, respectively. Consequently, 
while the position of the cusp is defined, the orientation (up or down) of the cusp 
is not defined in this limit. The conclusion is that in this particular case, ray 
theory seems to be inadequate.
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A f(0 )  ID Ő S Z E L V É N Y  M IG R Á C IÓ JÁ N A K  F Ó K U S Z Á L Ó  HATÁSAI

Einar MAELAND

A hibás sebességű migráció íves (mosoly) alakú görbét eredményez, amely mentén az energia 
szétszóródik. A mosoly alakú görbéhez egy másik görbe társul, a kausztika, amely a sugárelmélet 
alkalmazhatóságának határát jelöli ki. Ez utóbbit kiszámítva látható, hogy csúcsos. A r0(.v) szelvény 
migrációja rossz sebességgel csak abban az esetben fókuszálhat egy pontra, ha a kausztika csúcs 
helyzetének megfelelően módosítjuk a leképzés elvét. Ha a hullámegyenlet paraxiális közelítését 
alkalmazzuk, a fókusz egybeesik a kausztika csúcsával, függetlenül attól, hogy helyes sebességérté
ket vettünk-e fel vagy sem.

Ф О К У С И Р У Ю Щ И Е  Э Ф Ф Е К Т Ы  М И Г Р А Ц И И  В Р Е М Е Н Н О Г О  П Р О Ф И Л Я  í(0 ).

Эйнер МЕЙЛАНД

Миграцию, имеющую ошибочную скорость, характеризует дугообразная кривая, 
вдоль которой распределяется энергия. Взаимосвязанная с ней кривая, каустика, определяет 
границу использования теории струй. Расчетами определяется ее пиковой характер. Мигра
ция профиля /0(.т) в случае неправильной скорости только тогда фокусируется в одной точке, 
если принцип отражения видоизменяется согласно положению пика каустики. При использо
вании параксального приближения волнового уравнения фокус совмещается с пиком каусти
ки независимо оттого, что взятые значения скоростей правильны или нет.


